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Is it over?  Is the yard sale finally over? The receipts are totaled, the
excess junk is off the carport and the boxes are gone!  Hooray! The yard
sale is over.  It’s actually a shame it ended, though, since the ship made
well over $500.00 for the treasury!  If I could send applause through a
newsletter, I’d do it. Everyone deserves a huge round of applause for their
efforts at the sale!  We’d have a party at my house to celebrate, but I’m
sure there’s a covenant against such a thing (private joke for the Yard Sale
crew!).  We did, however have a video night at my house afterwards, see-
ing two movies that began with the letter ‘E’!

The ship is planning for the Captain’s Cookout, June 10, 2000 at the
home of the Mohneys’. If you know of any former or potential Hephaestus
member that hasn’t been to a meeting in a while, be sure to invite them. I’d
really like to see a lot of old faces this year!

Speaking of membership: At one time, we were one of the largest ships in
Starfleet. I’d really like to hear your ideas for growing the ship’s numbers
again, and I’d be glad to listen to any criticisms as well. You can reach me
at home at 205-620-1302 or through the e-mail at TrekNoid@aol.com. My
postal address is listed on the cover of the Anvil.  No idea is too crazy to
consider!

Well, the final totals for the Region 2 Summit have been released, and it
was a huge success! $2,664.46 was raised for Region 2. As a result,
Region 2 had the distinct pleasure of funding a complete one year scholar-
ship through Starfleet Academy. The crew of the Hephaestus was a large
part of the Summit’s success, and next year we can all look forward to
being just plain old participants down in Mobile!

As you are aware, the Hoover Library (our normal Business meeting
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space) has been closed for remodeling for about half a year now. As a
result, we have been having the Business meeting at the Hoover Shoney’s
instead.  If you have attended one of these meetings recently, then you
know that the atmosphere is not very conducive to productivity, Therefore, it
was suggested to me that we switch the order of the meetings.  That is,
keep the meetings exactly as they are, but do more business at the
Mohneys’ home, and more socializing at the Shoney’s. There was some
discussion of this idea at the January Social meeting, and while there were
some reservations, the majority seemed to agree that until the Library
opens back up, we should give it a try.

So, starting with February, the Business Meeting will be held at the home
of the Mohneys’ on the first Monday of the month, and the Social meeting
will be held on the third Monday of the month. Snacks will still be provided
at the Mohneys’ home, even though it is now the Business Meeting.

In simple terms, don’t change anything... Just keep coming to the
Mohneys’ on the first Monday and to Shoney’s on the third Monday.  Only
the items being discussed will change.  Once the Library reopens, we’ll
switch it all back to how it was.

There is currently a position on the Hephaestus open, namely Chief of
Engineering. If you’re interested in this position, let me know. We are
always looking for members who want to help in the planning, organizing or
running of the Summit. This is one event where all the help we can get will
be needed. Please contact me if you are interested in doing something for
the Summit.
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Sudden Infant Death Syndrome

Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, also
called SIDS or crib death, is an unexplained
aliment that results in the death of an
apparently healthy baby.  In most cases, the
baby is found dead a few hours after being
put to bed.  The cause of death cannot be
determined, even after conducting an
autopsey and a thorough review of the vic-
tum’s medical history. In many countries,

SIDS is one of the leading causes  of  infant death.
People who have actually observed the events leading to SIDS

report that the baby turns blue, becomes limp, and stops breathing.
The infant does not cry out or struggle. Attempts to revive the victim
have succeeded in only a few cases.

Most victums of SIDS are from one to six months old. SIDS strikes
more boys than girls, and it is more likely to strike babies who were
born prematurely than infants born after a full-term pregnancy.
Babies who are part of multiple births (twins,triplets,& so on) and

Medical
Officers
Report

by Sheila Benton



The April Social
meeting was held at
the Hoover Shoney’s.
CMO Neil Yawn pre-
sented his plans for
the Region 2 Science

Day, and gave times and places for the local event. The plans for
the Hephaestus Yard Sale were discussed.  Attendance was light
otherwise, so the crew went straight to socializing and excelled, as
usual!

The Mayl Business meeting was held at the home of the
Mohneys’. The totals from the Hephaestus Yard Sale were
announced and discussed. A date was chosen for a Captain’s
Cookout, and it was decided to make it an open invitation to any
past members of the Hephaestus to attend this cookout. A copy of
the USS Jubilee’s newsletter was distributed for the attendees to
read. Lastly, Danny Potts approached the club about repayment for
the new USS Hephaestus banner¸ yard sale ad price and yard sale
supplies, in light of the phenomenal proceeds from the sale. The
attending crew and Executive Committee members agreed unani-
mously with this request. The meeting then adjourned to playing of
the Great Dalmuti, where Captain Potts made his triumphant return
to the game after a long hiatus, thanks to the purchasing of a new
vehicle!
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infant brothers and sisters of previous SIDS victims also are at risk
of SIDS. SIDS occurs most often among the poor and during the
winter. Other risk factors include cigarette smoking or drug use by
the mother during pregnancy and medical complications during
pregnancy. On the other hand, babies who are breast-fed have a
lower than average risk of being striken.

Researchers have gathered increasing evidence that SIDS victims
may have been born with some defect of the central nervous sys-
tem. This defect may interfere with the nervous system’s ability to
control breathing,heart function,or both.

World Book Multimedia Encyclopedia 1999

Sheila



All times, dates and loca-
tions are subject to
change without notice.
Please contact Captain
Danny Potts or any other
command officer before
attending meetings if you
haven’t been in touch
recently.

May 15      7:00        Social Meeting, Shoney’s

June 5      7:00        Business Meeting, Mohneys’

June 10     2:00        Captain’s Cookout, Mohneys’

June 19     7:00        Social Meeting, Shoney’s

July 3      7:00        Business Meeting, Mohneys’

July 17     7:00        Social Meeting, Mohneys’
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Welcome to two new members this month!  It’s actually not fair to
consider Becky Akins a ‘new’ member, since she’s visited off and on
for years. We’re pleased, however, to make it official, though, so
welcome to you Becky!

Also new to the ship is Chris Floyd, who makes our second mem-
ber from the Montgomery area! Only need a few more and
Montgomery could be back in the Starfleet business!

Next time you see these folks, be sure to welcome them!
A big congratulations goes out to Nancy O’Shields for receiving

her SFMD designation from Starfleet Academy college of Medicine.
This isn’t an easy designation to get, so she’s to be commended.
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The members of the Hephaestus held a fund-raising yard sale at
the home of the Potts’ on April 29, and th sale went exceptionally
well. After paying all the bills and returning the profits to the folks
that requested it, the ship made a grand total of $520.92!  That’s
exceptional!  Everyone who donated or participated should feel
proud for a job well done!

CIVIC ACHIEVEMENTS
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June 1   Rene Auberjonois
June 6   Jeri Taylor
June 8   James Darren
June 15 Malcolm McDowell
June 22 Tim Russ
June 28 Alice Krige
June 1  Sheila Benton
June 16 Mert Ertunga
June 26 Dean Brown
June 28 Sue Ellen Mohney

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Previous Balance:   153.20
Income:       11.43 Donations

20.00 Membership
520.92  Yard Sale

Expenses:    -35.00 Pizza
-150.00   Banner Payback/Yard Sale 

Expenses
New Balance: 520.55

TREASURY
REPORT



There is a date on the mailing
label on your Anvil, which shows
your Hephaestus expiration date,
when you will cease receiving
your newsletter. I will include a
renewal reminder note in your

last Anvil, encouraging you to renew. You can, of course, renew whenever
you like! It will always extend your membership by a year.
The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International membership
expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet card with your expiration
date on it). Due to some problems with memberships not being received,
I’m going to take a closer hand in keeping up with expirations, renewals
and lost Communiques.

Member                  Expires
Don Powell              05/07/00
Pat Simmons             06/24/00
Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay   07/14/00
Roy Green               07/26/00
Sandra Keel             08/04/00
Neil Yawn               08/13/00
Dennis Evans                09/09/00
Pete, Sue Ellen and Nick Mohney     10/13/00
Sheila Benton               10/30/00
Nancy O’Shields             01/20/00
Judy Rozenzweig             01/24/01
Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts      02/12/01
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Summit 2001 Panel
Requests

Hello everyone.

Now that everyone is recov-

ered from Summit 2000, it s

time to really start thinking

about Summit 2001.  We

have some wonderful things

planned for you to enjoy and we re getting more ideas every day.

One of the things we have thought about doing is a little re-vamping of

the panels.  I would like some help from each ship on this.  Please ask your

people what panels they would like to see offered.  I know we always have

the CO and XO panels, would your crews like to attend panels for the other

department heads?

What other panels would you like to see?  Is there anyone on your ship

that has thought of a panel they would like to lead but didn t know how to

volunteer?  Now is the time.

When you send your requests please try to include the following informa-

tion.

Name the panel

Brief description of what it would cover

Name and contact info for a host

Even if you don t have any idea who would host it, you can still submit an

idea. I m sure we can always find someone to host it.

Panels will need to be kept to 45 minutes in length (we could substitute

two 25 minute panels).  Please keep in mind that we have limited time and

space.  We will try to fit in as many panels as possible, but may not have

room for all the requests submitted.

Our next Summit meeting will be May 7, 2000.  It would really be great if

you could get your requests to me by then.

In order to keep traffic on the list serve down, please send your replies to

me in a private e-mail at: gpsygirl@bellsouth.net

Thanks for your help.
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CompOps news

I regret to announce that

Commodore Teri Smith has tendered

her resignation as Chief of Computer

Operations, STARFLEET.

Teri will be returning to her former position of Vice Chief of Membership

Processing, CompOps, and I will be speaking to both the current Vice

Chiefs, Greg Trotter and Mark Anbinder, before I make a decision on who

willtake over the department.

Membership Processing will not be affected, since Teri will continue to

perform those duties.

More news when I have it.

Thanks for your time.

Regards,

Mike

A semi-regular clarification.....

Once again it seems that there needs to be a clarification on the use of

mailing lists by STARFLEET.

STARFLEET policy states that use of listservs/mailing list is considered

unofficial, and that no punitive actions can be taken by STARFLEET (nor

requested be taken by STARFLEET (inits entirety) against anyone for any

conduct related to the use of said listservs/mailing lists.

This policy has been stated many times on various listservs.

No punitive actions can be taken by STARFLEET (inits entirety), nor can

any actions be demanded of STARFLEET (inits entirety) for any transgres-

sions (real or imagined) that take place on any listserv/mailing list.

This policy has also been stated many times on various listservs.

No one is saying that any one group/unit cannot consider thier listserv

official.   However, STARFLEET does not consider it official. The only lists

that STARFLEET (inits entirety) considers official are the EC/AB ListServ,

the Admiralty Board voting listserv, and the Executive Committee ListServ.

Thanks for the time, and sorry to burn the bandwidth on this issue yet

again.

Regards,

Mike

Internet changes
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Greetings.

W ith thanks to Tony Rowley for the co-location, and Greg Trotter for the

administration skills, I m pleased to announce that we now have a dedicat-

ed, Fleet-owned computer that will provide us Internet services such as

DENS resolution, and more.

What does this mean?

For the most part, not much.  The various STARFLEET-related mailing

lists will continue to run on Greg Trotter s server (Tanru) in Leavenworth,

KS.  The sfi.org web page will still be running on the NT server already

located with Tony.

However, we will be using Daystrom (the name of the new server), as our

Primary Domain Name (DNS) server. This will necessitate changes within

the Internic to change our primary DNS to Daystrom.  This may cause

some outages of DNS service while the changes propagate through the

network.  These changes should only affect DNS resolution for web sites

and web aliases, and should clear up relatively quickly, if anyone experi-

ences problems at all.

Regards,

Mike

SFI-Announce: New FDC Medical and Operations

Hi Gang:

Id like you to all welcome our new FDC s to our ranks:

Charles Via Taking over FDC medical: Please contact him at

ncvia@esper.com and Major Gary tiny  Hollifeild (if i spelt it wrong im

sorry) To the posistion of FDC operations. You can reach him at

Trek4evr@aol.com .

Both these idividuals hail from R1 and we look forward to serving with

them and they look forward to serving you in the near and far off Future.

Please note Communications and Special operations are still open at this

time. please send a R/L and Fleet resume to me and note which position

you are applying for if interested. All resumes must be in standard .txt for-

matt.

If you have any questions or are sending electronicaly please send them

to

FDCP@sfi.org

Again please help me welcome them and every one have a great day!

in Service to the Fleet:

Fleet Captain Dustin Williams
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Chaplains/Counselors Staff changes

While R1 Summitwas a terrific time for me and the family, it was  also a

time for some serious business, which I must now announce.

During the weekend, Kimberly Brooks advised me that she needs to step

down as Senior VFDC-Counselors as she needs to lighten her load at this

time.  While I absolutely do not like this as Kimi one of the hardest working

individuals I ve had the honor to work with, and hate to lose her, I under-

stand the situation.

Because of this, we are reorganizing the department a bit.  So........

Effective June 1st, 2000, the following assignments in the

Chaplains/Counselors department will take place:

Col Kimberly Brooks will retire as VIce Fleet Department Chief-
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SSTAR TREK VOYAGER
Week of: Prod# Title

5/17/00   245    The Haunting of Deck Twelve

5/24/00   246    Unimatrix Zero (Season Finale)

—/—/00  225R  Dragon’s Teeth

—/—/00   227R  Riddles

—/—/00   228R   One Small Step

—/—/00   229R   The Voyager Conspiracy

—/—/00   230R   Pathfinder

—/—/00   231R   Fair Haven

—/—/00   232R   Tsunkatse

—/—/00   233R   Blink of an Eye

—/—/00   234R   Virtuoso

—/—/00   235R   Collective

—/—/00   236R   Memorial

—/—/00   237R   Spirit Folk

—/—/00   238R   Ashes to Ashes

—/—/00   239R   Child’s Play

—/—/00   240R   Good Shepherd



The Haunting Of Deck 12

A Tuvok time-travel story, maybe.  The story is told through Neelix’s
narration to the Borg children, as he keeps them calm by telling stories
as the ship goes through unusual phenomena.  When an unusual and
undetectable alien accidentally becomes trapped aboard the ship, its
attempts to escape the vessel make the crew believe the ship is under-
going a series of bizarre malfunctions.

Unimatrix Zero Season Finale 
Written by Brannon Braga and Joe Menosky. 

Voyager encounters a full fledged resistance movement to the Borg,
but the consequences are severe to the ship and some of the crew
when the Collective exacts a heavy price.  The title refers to a part of
the Collective mind where some drones go to regenerate: in this place,
drones get to resume their own personalities and it is in this place that
some of them are planning a resistance to the imposition of order that
the Collective represents.  Unbeknownst to her, as a drone Seven of
Nine could retreat into this realm and it is here that she had a romance
with a fellow drone.  This romance is explored as Voyager’s crew again
faces the Borg, in part attempting to liberate Seven’s father, Magnus
Hansen, from the Collective.

Susanna Thompson returns as the Borg Queen, intent upon revenge
after Seven’s betrayal of her in “Dark Frontier”.  As a result, three vital
crewmembers are assimilated and amongst them a new Borg Queen
emerges.

An item that has been very useful to Voyager over the past year will
be destroyed by the Borg.

Discussions and preparations for this year’s season finale have
already begun.  This year, the writing staff is planning on a big Borg
episode to cap the sixth season off.  Likely this is Joe Menosky’s last
episode writing for Voyager.  He is leaving the show after this season.

Says Brannon Braga:  “There are a couple of surprises that I don’t
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want to give away, but you may be seeing another Borg epic-a Borg
two-hour movie, or possibly a Borg cliffhanger, that we’re thinking of as
the third part of our Borg trilogy: ‘Scorpion,’ ‘Dark Frontier,’ and now a
story in which there is a massive resistance movement within the Borg
that could unravel them once and for all, that Seven gets involved with.
It may also include, finally, a true romance for Seven of Nine against
the backdrop of the resistance. It may possibly see the return of a new
Borg Queen. It’s very conceptual at this point, but it’s safe to say that
there’s one more Borg epic to come.”

Tom Paris is re-promoted to the rank of Lieutenant in this episode, to
the chagrin of Harry Kim.
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Return as Borg Queen Challenges The Actress
by Ian Spelling

The Borg Queen, the sinewy and
sweaty villianess last seen making life
hard for Captain Janeway (Kate
Mulgrew) and company in the Voyager
telemovie “Dark Frontier,” returns to
menace anew in “Unimatrix Zero,”
which will air on May 24.

And once again stepping into the
Queen’s lair for the sixth season’s
cliffhanger is actress Susanna
Thompson.

“I wasn’t really surprised that they
called,” Thompson says. “I was more
surprised that I said yes.”

This time, the Borg Queen discovers
a disease is runnig rampant among her
drones-a disease called individuality.
During the regeneration process, some Bort temporarily regain access to
memories of their lives before they were assimilated.

“When the Queen learns what is happening, she brings in a drone and
asks for his help,” Thompson says. “the Queen’s testing method is too slow,
and she wants to get to the crux of it immediately.”

“He doesn’t respond, so she tears apart his cortical array,” the actress
says. “In effect she becomes a mad scientist, and she’s desperately in
search of this wiring problem that’s allowing this to happen.

“In the meantime, the Voyager has discovered this as well.”
Not to give away too much, but the Borg Queen makes Janeway a most

tempting offer.



Janeway, of course rejects the proposal, setting in motion a chain of
events that won’t be resolved until Voyager’s 7th season opener which airs
next fall.

Thompson spent much of previous Voyager shot blinded by the Borg
Queen’s contact lenses, being led around the set by a production assistant.
Though she still wore lenses for “Unimatrix Zero,” the actress reports that
the production staff was “extra-sensataive” about how long the lenses
stayed in, adding that writer-producer Branno Braga space her work days
to give her eyes time to recover.

However, “Unimatrix Zero” was still a tough, tough shoot.
“They work so fast over at Star Trek, and it’s not really the way I like to

work, particularly when they throw last-minute script revisions at you,” says
Thompson, now a regular on ABC’s freshman drama “Once and Again. And
a lot of the revisions are huge techno-babble paragraphs. I’ve been in situ-
ations like that before, where they worked very fast,” Thompson says, “But
I was dealing with normal language, and I wasn’t in costume or elaborate
makeup.”

“But to be the Borg Queen and do that was not so easy,” she concludes.
“It doesn’t come second nature for me.”

Practice makes perfect, however, and Thompson will be back as the Borg
Queen later this summer when she films “Unimatrix Zero” part 2. The
actress hopes not only that there will be a finished script, but also that the
episode will feature a scene as deliciously decadent as her favorite moment
in “Unimatrix Zero.”

There’s one scene where you see me with a bunch of drone heads that
I’m dissecting and have already dissected. There was a moment when they
handed me a head before we started a scene, and the head was dripping
and there werewires and other electrical pieces hanging out of it.”

“It was very sci-fi Hamlet. It was very ‘Alas, poor Yorick, I knew him,
Horatio.’”
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FINAL VOYAGER SEASON CONFIRMED

United Paramount Network has confirmed that next
season will be the last for Voyager. It was also sug-
gested (for the first time that I’m aware of) in press
releases announcing this that the next Trek series
currently in development was being done so as a
prospective UPN series (Reuters).



STAR TREK: Ronald D. Moore, Part IV
The writer-producer discusses working on VOYAGER.
Author: Anna L. Kaplan

Although Moore did not watch “Survival Instinct” or “Barge of the Dead,” he
laughs and says, “I watched ‘Equinox’ because I was involved with that. When
we started the season, they had done ‘Equinox I,’ but they had no idea what
‘Equinox II’ was supposed to be about, which on one level is somewhat
appalling, but it’s not the first time that’s happened. That had happened a cou-
ple of times on NEXT GEN, and Michael was actually kind of proud of it on
NEXT GENERATION, that he left ‘Best of Both Worlds’ hanging without any idea
how to wrap it up. I don’t like to work that way, because it is really working
without a net. We sat down and approached ‘Equinox II’ and tried to find what
the show was about. What was the point of meeting this ship and this crew and
this captain, and what did it mean? We finally landed on this idea that the two
captains were going to go in opposite directions. Janeway was going to really
feel the same kind of pressures and stresses that Ransom [John Savage] felt,
and watch how it could turn a good, by-the-book Starfleet captain into what he
had become. At the same time, his interaction with the Doctor [Robert Picardo]
and Seven of Nine would rekindle his humanity. It was this nice, double track
approach, but it just got lost in the translation. It has no coherence. You’re not
sure what’s really going on. You’ve got some potentially good scenes. The
scenes between Janeway and Chakotay had some real fire to them, and you
kind of felt like she is going off the deep end, a bit.  Then she relieves him of
duty, and there is this crisis of command between the two of them. But at the
end of the episode, it’s just a shrug and a smile and off to the next. I just hit
the ceiling. I remember writing in the margins, ‘This is a total betrayal of the
audience. This is wrong. You can’t end the show like this. If you are going to
do all this other stuff, you can’t end the show like this, because it’s not fair,
because it’s not true, and it just wouldn’t happen.’ 

“But the show is what the show is. It just became about action sequences.
Brannon is very proud of the fact that the show is more action-oriented than
the others, and it’s faster; it’s stylistically a little more daring than the other
STAR TREK shows.  All that’s great. I give him a lot of credit for changing the
look and feel of the show. When he came aboard VOYAGER, the show started
to look and feel different; it has a different sensibility stylistically. Even in the
storytelling, it was starting to become a little more edgy. That’s great, because
STAR TREK needs that breath of fresh air to keep it vital. But it can’t all be
flash and sizzle. It has to be about something at some level. The things that
Janeway does in ‘Equinox’ don’t work, because it’s not about anything. She’s
not really grappling with her inner demons. She’s not truly under the gun and
suffering to the point where you can understand the decisions that she’s made.
She just gets kind of cranky and bitchy. She’s having a bad day; these things
keep popping around on the bridge, and we just keep cutting to shots of peo-
ple grabbing phaser rifles and shooting, and hitting the red alert sign, over and
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over again. It doesn’t signify anything. It’s kind of emblematic of the show.
There is a lot of potential, and there is a lot of surface sizzle going on in a lot
of episodes, but to what end?  What are we trying to do? What are we trying
to touch in the audience? What are we trying to say? What are the things we
are trying to explore? Why are we doing this episode? That was my fundamen-
tal question. When I would say, ‘What was the point of doing the first part?’
there was never a good answer for that. As a consequence, it was hard to
come up with the ending to the show that has no beginning. You just start
throwing things around. ‘Two captains on different courses’ at least sounds like
an episode. At least there is something in it. Janeway will take something away
from that experience, but not in the current version. What does she learn from
that experience? I don’t know how it’s affected her.  Chakotay, for all his trou-
ble, he just goes back to work. There is no lingering problem with Janeway;
there is no deeper issue coming to the fore.” 

Taking this idea further, Moore relates a story about one of his suggestions.
“When we were talking story before the season began, I thought, ‘One of the
shows you should do is the trial of Captain Janeway. You should have the crew,
one day, put her on trial.’ That would be a real major thing in life of the ship, if
the crew can do that, if they really have the power to take command away
from her at any moment. If they are really willing to put her under that kind of
microscope, it calls into question the entire structure of the show, the entire
social fabric, the command structure. Why are we behaving in this way? Why
do we hew to these rules anymore? Do the rules still apply to us? What do we
find within the rules that work? What do we find that doesn’t work? What does
it say about Janeway? I thought that there is ground to play there. Nobody
wants to go there. On the one hand, you hear them say, ‘We don’t want the
Captain to look weak.’ They don’t want to make Janeway look foolish. But then
the things that you do make her look weak and foolish anyway. It’s this
strange, schizophrenic attitude about their lead character. I like Kate Mulgrew. I
found her a charming, funny, very personable woman sitting on the set next to
her. I think if they could let her do more of her own thing in the character, not
straight jacket her so much, it would be a more interesting dynamic.” 

He continues, “My one episode is a Seven of Nine episode. I wanted to do it
because that was the most VOYAGER-esque character. I wanted to jump in with
both feet. I didn’t want to do a Klingon show the first time out. I wanted to
play around with her. I have a lot of respect for Jeri Ryan as an actress. I think
she does a remarkable job, for a character that could come off very one-note.
There is a lot going on in those eyes. There is a lot that she can convey with
just a look. All that said, that outfit has to go! I just don’t know how else to put
it. How can you really take her seriously in this getup? If you want to posit a
future where we wear our sexuality on our sleeves, where it’s very open, and
no one is put off by people being very sexual, that’s great. That’s very much in
tune with how Gene saw the future. The rest of Voyager is not like that.
Nobody walks around with an outfit like that on the ship. You don’t go down
the corridor and see some woman strolling by in a bikini on her way to the
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holodeck, which would be perfectly plausible. If you are really going to have the
holodeck, and you are going to have beach parties down there, every once in
awhile you should see somebody just strolling to the beach, doing their thing,
guys in Speedo’s, or whatever. If you want to play that, play it, but to just have
Jeri Ryan do it because Jeri Ryan is voluptuous and gorgeous and appeals to a
certain demographic, is ludicrous! Nobody really wants to touch that. You bring
it up in a meeting, ‘She’s a beautiful woman; we’ll let her look beautiful.’ Yes,
she is a beautiful woman. I don’t object to that.

But walk her onto the bridge, and tell me that the audience’s eyes aren’t
watching her walk onto the bridge. The original series did it all the time, but
that was of a piece; it was of its time; it made sense in context. Uhura [Nichelle
Nichols] could walk around the bridge in a miniskirt, and in the ‘60s nobody
thought that was completely insane. That was just part of the era that show
was produced, and people accepted it. Seven of Nine, what are you thinking? It
kills me, and it was always just vaguely embarrassing when you would have to
do serious scenes with her in the room. You are just sitting there thinking,
‘Well, you essentially have this naked woman at the table.’ Everybody is just
supposed to pretend like that is okay, but you don’t play anyone else like that.
Why doesn’t Janeway come to the bridge in a halter-top one day. Seriously,
why doesn’t Tom [Robert Duncan McNeill] where hot pants periodically. The
characters don’t act that way. They don’t were their sexuality on their sleeve
except her. I’ll even go one more. Let’s say that given all that, you still say:
she’s a Borg; she’s expressing herself in a different way than the rest of the
crew. She is shaking them up a little bit, and she is not afraid of her sexuality,
or her impact, or the way she looks. Why isn’t she sleeping with the crew? Why
isn’t she like jumping into bed with Chakotay, or jumping into bed with Tom,
with anyone? If you are going to do it, do it. Otherwise, it’s just eye candy with
no content. It doesn’t mean anything. It’s just a way to watch her walk around
the bridge. It’s a disservice to Jeri, because she gets the brunt of it. She’s the
one that has to answer the questions about the costume, and has to defend it,
and has to talk about that it doesn’t really bother her. It may not bother her,
and that’s fine, but I think it does a disservice to her, and to her character,
because it’s the primary characteristic of her character, and that’s unfortunate.
It’s the primary characteristic in the audience’s mind, I feel. I just think it’s
completely unnecessary. The character is a good enough character, and she is a
good enough actress, that you don’t need to do it, at least not every week.
Even if ‘this is my preferred uniform,’ it doesn’t mean she has to wear it 24
hours a day, and wear nothing else. If you are going to go there, go there with
everyone. Take them all along. It’s an opportunity VOYAGER won’t seize. Why
aren’t they developing their own social customs and morays? Why aren’t they
doing their own thing out there? They are a long way from home.  Develop
your own habits and your own ways of dressing. People probably would pad
through the corridors barefoot periodically, and treat the ship more like it’s an
apartment building where they all live, and are stuck together for a very, very
long time, and would stop being so straight-laced. In that kind of context, her
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outfit wouldn’t stand out so much, because you would see people letting their
hair down a lot more, and being more individualistic, and walking around with
earrings, and growing beards occasionally.  Doing things to stand out from the
crowd, instead of just being this homogenized cookie-cutter thing, where she
jumps out at you, because, why isn’t everybody else like that?” 

What about the relationships should have developed during this long trip?
Notes Moore, “Do the characters really believe they are not getting home for
seventy years? They don’t act like it. They all believe they are getting home in
a couple of hours. There is no big deal for them, because otherwise wouldn’t
Janeway at some point have said, ‘Realistically, this is becoming a generation
ship. Time to start having kids, because somebody is going to have to man this
ship 60 years from now, and it ain’t going to be me. It ain’t going to be
Chakotay, and probably nobody on this bridge. So let’s start making babies.’
That’s a realistic thing that they would really do, and they are nowhere near
that. The Tom and B’Elanna thing, when we were breaking ‘Barge of the Dead,’
I just remember having these arguments. This should have big impact on their
relationship. Her thing with Klingons, her mother, and her spirituality, how does
that reflect to them? It was, ‘Yeah, it’s a relationship, but we don’t want to do a
show about the relationship. It’s not that interesting, and it doesn’t really mat-
ter anyway.’ If the character is in a relationship, if it actually matters to
B’Elanna, and it actually matters to Tom, then something like this that happens
to her is going to have an impact on the relationship. It’s going to get worked
out in the context of that relationship. But STAR TREK: VOYAGER is afraid of
any of the characters getting hooked, on any kind of real, steady, permanent
basis. ‘No, no, no. No relationships between the characters. We don’t like it. It
didn’t work with Kes and Neelix. And the Tom and B’Elanna thing it’s-well, we
don’t really care.’ It’s a weird attitude.” 

Moore adds, “VOYAGER won’t accept itself. It won’t believe it’s really in this
situation in this area of the galaxy and that these are really the prospects in
front of them. They just won’t embrace it.

They fight against it. There have been more episodes that have
taken place on Earth, or alternate Earth, or past Earth than I think
the original series did in its whole run, and the original series was
set over in the Alpha Quadrant. Kirk and company never went to
present day 23rd century Earth, their contemporaneous Earth,
ever. Gene wouldn’t do it. Voyager is on the other side of the
galaxy, and they have already run into some alien race recreating
Starfleet Academy. They’ve run into Ferengi, the Romulans. It
doesn’t feel like they are that far away from home. It just doesn’t
feel like they are in that much trouble out there. At its heart,
VOYAGER secretly wishes it was NEXT GENERATION. If you really
get down to it, VOYAGER on some level just wishes it was NEXT
GEN. It really wants to be back in the Alpha Quadrant: ‘Just let us
be normal STAR TREK.’” 
A good example of the yearning for THE NEXT GENERATION was obvious in
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“Pathfinder,” an episode so much like TNG that Marina Sirtis [Deanna Troi] felt
like she was doing her old show. It also may have started the process of get-
ting the ship home. Comments Moore, “Brannon goes back and forth on
whether they should come home or not. They have been talking about it for a
long time. I said this years ago: it’s giving up on the show. If you bring that
ship home before the series is over, you have given up. You’ve rolled over and
said, ‘We can’t make it work. Let’s just go back and do TNG all over again.’ It
comes back home, goes to Earth, there’s like a two-part episode as they go
down to Earth and revisit their old lives. What’s going to happen at the end of
that two-parter?  All the characters are going to re-up and say, ‘I love Voyager.
It was such a family. I learned so much from you. Let’s not break up.  Let’s stay
here.’ All the Maquis people will take regular commissions in Starfleet. Chakotay
will chose to be second in command to Janeway. B’Elanna will embrace those
warp engines. Now Starfleet has given you a mission, and off you go.
Essentially what was the point of this entire series? It’s a wasted opportunity.
That’s what pisses me off. You are not really taking advantage of this golden
opportunity that you are handed as writers and as producers. You can do so
much with STAR TREK. It is such a broad, flexible canvas. If DEEP SPACE NINE
proved nothing else, it proves just how far you can take this series, and how far
you can take the franchise. It can look totally different. It can be serialized, and
it can be a war show, and it can do stuff about religion and politics, and it can
be interesting and engrossing, and gray and ambiguous.  You don’t have to
turn VOYAGER into DEEP SPACE NINE to take advantage of the fact that those
opportunities exist. You just have to have the courage to do it. They are not
speaking to me.  They don’t have anything to say anymore.”
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SATURN NOMINATIONS ANNOUNCED

The Saturn Award nominations (chosen by Academy of Science
Fiction & Horror Films) for this year include:

* Deep Space Nine for Best Syndicated Television Series
* Kate Mulgrew (Janeway) for Best Actress on Television
* Jeri Ryan (Seven of Nine) for Best Supporting Actress on            

Television
* Robert Picardo (The Doctor) for Best Supporting Actor on 

Television
* Denise Crosby’s (Yar) documentary Trekkies for Best Genre 

Home Video Release, along with the comedy Free Enterprise 
with William Shatner

* Patrick Stewart (Picard) for Best Actor on Television (for his 
Moby Dick miniseries)

* Moby Dick and Animal Farm (which featured Patrick as one of 
the voices) for Best Single Television Presentation

* Jerry Goldsmith (composer on various Trek films and television 
themes) for Best Music for his score in the film The Mummy

The award winners will be announced in June (Star Trek.Com).
Who should win?If you had to pick only one nominee to win, who
would it be?
Vote at http://www.alxpoll.com/cgi-bin/poll.cgi?user=244910
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TOS NOTES

William Shatner’s (Kirk) manager had to deny Internet rumors that
Paramount wanted Shatner as Kirk in a new Star Trek project (Sci-Fi Wire).

Shatner will though have a role in an upcoming Sandra Bullock film, Miss
Congeniality. The film is currently in production (GIST).

George Takei (Sulu) co-stars in the upcoming science-fiction movie
Overload, which will be distributed over the Internet by GalaxyOnline.com
and Stargate Films. The film is scheduled for a June release and a trailer
can be accessed online at
http://www.galaxyonline.com/News/Entertainment/OVERLOAD_01.htm

Meanwhile in the continuing Captain Sulu Saga, the Media Action
Network for Asian Americans endorsed the fan campaign for a Captain Sulu
series. A fan march on Paramount in support of the idea was planned for
April 23rd.

Fans have been expressing anger that in this year’s Academy Awards trib-
ute to those who had died in the past year, DeForest Kelley (McCoy) was
not noted (Sci-Fi Wire).

Here’s an obscure one: look for Janet MacLachlan (Lt. Masters, “The
Alternative Factor”) in the movie A Private Affair on BET May 5th at 10 PM
ET (thanks to Rahadyan Timoteo Sastrowardoyo).

TNG NOTES

Whoopi Goldberg (Guinan) was among the recepients of the annual Tree
of Life Award from the Friends of Black Oscar Nominees (USA Today).

Whoopi is negotiating to star in an upcoming film titled Kingdom Come, a
comedy (Ultimate TV).

Still more: Whoopi and another former TNG co-star, Bebe Neuwirth
(Lanel) were up for awards at this year’ American Comedy Awards, but nei-
ther won.

What, more Whoopi? Whoopi and Barbra Streisand will executive-produce
a TV movie for Lifetime, What Makes a Family. Whoopi will also play a sup-
porting part in this true-story film about a child custody battle. A 2001 air-
ing is planned (GIST).

Patrick Stewart will be among the judges of this year’s Webby Awards,
judging in the Travel category (PR Newswire).

In the meantime, Patrick opened on Broadway April 9th in The Ride
Down Mt.  Morgan. The show runs through July 23rd; call (212) 239-6200
for tickets (Playbill Online with thanks to Marcus Gregio).

Rob Bowman, director of over a dozen TNG episodes, is negotiating to
direct the film Generation Ship, based on the short story “Phoenix Without
Ashes” by Harlan Ellison and Edward Bryant (Star Trek.Com).

John de Lancie (Q) guest-starred on the March 28th episode of Sports
Night (thanks Marcus Gregio). Look for him as well on the May 3rd episode
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Remember that all
Hephaestus members can
earn membership time by

bringing their recyclables to meetings!  Please bring in
your plastic, glass, aluminum cans, office paper, news-
paper, magazines, and telephone books.
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of The West Wing (TV Guide Online).

ABC pulled Wonderland, co-starring Michelle Forbes (Ro Laren), from its
schedule after two episodes (Ultimate TV).

Alfre Woodard (Lily) costars in Love and Basketball, now in theaters (Star
Trek.Com).

Natalija Nogulich (Admiral Nechayev) was spotted on the April 23rd
episode of The Practice (thanks John Hall)

DS9 NOTES
CBS renewed Becker, co-starring Terry Farrell (Jadzia), for next season

(GIST).

VOY NOTES
Voyager won two prizes at the first Hair and Makeup Stylist Guild Awards.

The first was Best Character Hair Styling (Television) for “Bride of
Chaotica”, and the other was Best Innovative Hair Styling (Television) for
“Dragon’s Teeth”.

Also delivered was the George Westmore Lifetime Achievement Award
which went to First Contact’s Monty Westmore (brother of Voyager’s make-
up man Michael Westmore, and grandchild of the award’s namesake (Star
Trek.Com).

Still on the prize front, Roxann Dawson (Torres) is nominated for
Outstanding Actress in a Television Series by the 5th Annual American
Latino Media Arts Awards. The award ceremony is to be broadcast on ABC
June 17th (Star Trek.Com).

Tim Russ (Tuvok) completed filming on his first episode of Fahrenheit 452



Listings are updated regu-
larly, but we cannot guar-
antee they are up to date.
Please let us know if you
find any other local
sources; if you buy from
these sources, please

mention where you read about them !  TOS = The Original Series,
TNG = The Next Generation, DS9 = Deep Space Nine.  Props
include phasers, tricorders, and so on.

Costume Creations, TNG shirts, TOS shirts; special order only, don’t carry
in regular stock; 822-7113; Vestavia.
Costumes of Leeds, TNG jumpsuit, TOS shirts, TNG shirts, small stock
kept but can order, 699-6001, Leeds.
Alan’s Party Plus, TNG shirts and jumpsuits, Klingon and Ferengi masks,
987-2386, Hoover
Paper Works Outlet, Can order: TNG shirt, costumes for Odo, Quark, Kira,
Dax; Klingon heads, DS9 shirts, TOS shirts.  324-2117, Downtown.

CATALOGS AND OUT-OF-TOWN SOURCES 

Starflight Enterprises, PO Box 1338, Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783, phone
(906) 635-0303; TOS and TNG costumes and special costumes; also has
models, blueprints, books, patches and pins, etc. 
Starpost Enterprises, PO Box 3002, Bridgeton MO 63044; phone (314)
298-7374.  TNG and TOS costumes, pins and pips; also props (weapons
and etc.). 
Orion Traders, PO Box 611, Fair Oaks, CA 95628; call (916) 966-SHIP.
TNG and TOS costumes, props and pins. 
Trek Classic, PO Box 671, Lilburn, GA 30226.  Props, resin kits, Klingon
knives.
Lightspeed Enterprises, PO Box 75, Cooper Station New York, NY 10276.
DS9, TNG, Dax, Kira, Quark, Odo costumes; LaForge mask; Klingon and
Ferengi makeup kits; Cardassian and Borg masks; assorted makeup items;
Bajoran earrings; TOS shirt and dress; TNG shirt.  1-800-548-3773.
http://www.buyit.com/lightspeed, email: litespdent@aol.com or
litespd@ix.netcom.com
800-Trekker, P.O. Box 13131, Reading PA 19612-3131.  24 hour Sci-Fi col-
lectibles hotline 1-800-TREKKER.  Call for a free catalog. 
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Advertisements will be placed free of charge for Hephaestus members.
Others may advertise up to fifty words for $1 per issue.  Each additional
increment of fifty words or fraction thereof will cost an additional $1 per
issue.  Quarter-page advertisements may be placed for $5 per issue.  Half-
page advertisement may be placed for $8 per issue. Full-page advertise-
ments may be placed for $15 per issue.  Contact Fleet Captain Pete
Mohney at (205)680-5723 if you would like to place an advertisement.

“PLAYMATES” STAR TREK TOYS FOR SALE: ALL ITEMS ARE MINT
IN BOX.  Next Generation Personal Communicator $8.  “Spacetalk”
USS Enterprise NCC-1701D $35.  USS Enterprise NCC-1701E from
First Contact movie $40.  Deep Space 9 USS Defiant $35.  30th
Anniversary Galileo Shuttlecraft with exclusive Capt. Kirk $30.
Transporter $35.  Classic Phaser $25.  Classic Tricorder $25. Bajoran
Tricorder $20.  Engineering playset from Generations movie $35.  9”
Scotty $28.  9” Target exclusive 30th anniversary Capt. Kirk and Mr.
Spock $35 each.  9” Captain Janeway $28.  9” Guinan $35.  Q in
Judges Robes $28. I may consider trades.  Call Todd at 205-664-5491.

GW Gaming figures and accessories: Outlanders boxed set, $20.
Bartonia partially painted; book $10; 3 Reg. Knights $20, 2 reg. bow-
men $15, Morgan La Fait (Frog. Unicorn) $10, Robin Hood like figures
$5, complete set $75. Contact Neil Yawn, 2100 S. 10th Ave. #B8,
Birmingham AL 35205 or digital beeper 205-888-8558.

1995 Hallmark Star Trek Christmas ornament - Jean-Luc Picard, mint in
box, $3 0; contact Pete Mohney, (205) 680-5723.  
Star Trek and other comics, cards, figures and more; mostly for sale;
some trades can be negotiated.  12-page list available; send two first
class stamps to Ellen Straw, 1341 N. Armel Dr., Covina CA 91722-
1409.  Fast and reliable, good contacts.

For Sale: “After Dark for DOS” screen saver.  1MB RAM, 386 proces-
sor, DOS without Windows, hard drive, EGA monitor.  $35.  Also, I have
an America On Line 3.5” disk for Windows and CD versions of the
same. If anyone can use them they are free.  Call 888-8558 and beep
Neil Yawn. 

For sale: 1992 Hallmark Star Trek Christmas ornament - shuttle Galileo,
$40. Contact Pete Mohney, (205)680-5723.
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Here is a listing of conventions in the southeastern U.S. for the near future.  You
may obtain one by attending a meeting or by sending a self-addressed stamped
envelope.  A good WWW site for convention listings for the southeast can be
found at http://iquest.com/~ssmith/links.html. 

2000 Conventions

Big Easy Comic-CCon, May 26, 27, 28th, New Orleans Hilton Riverside Hotel.
Guest Include Anne Rice, Alexandra Tydings, Yvonne Craig, Jon Provost, Lisa
Marie Scott.  CCG Tournaments, Comic Books, Anime, Toys, Games, Video TV
and Movie Memorabilia.  Friday 1pm - 7 pm, Saturday 10am - 6 pm, Sunday 11am -
5pm.  $10 per day or $25 for all 3 days.  Ask for the Big Easy Con Room Discount
at the Hilton (504) 584-3999.  For more info call (419) 526-1427 or visit there web
site at www.bigeasycon.com/.

Heroes Convention 2000, June 16 - 18, 2000.  Charlotte Convention Center.
Guest Include: Terry Austin, John Beatty, Kurt Busiek, Nick Cardy, Todd Dezago,
and many more.  Programing: Comic Books, Gaming, Toys, Art Workshops &
Auctions, Magic Pokemon, StarWars, Star Trek Tournaments, Gorilla Comics
Launch Party.  Friday 11 - 7, Saturday 10 - 6, Sunday 11 - 6.  $10 per day or $20 for
all 3 days.  Host Hotel: Hilton Charlotte & Towers, 222 South College Street
HeroesCon Rate $95.  1-800-Hiltons.  For more info: www.heroesonline.com/.
The New Youk Comic & Fantasy Creators Convention 2000, June 23, 24, 25,
2000, Madison Square Garden.  Guest Include: Adam West, Yvonne Graig, Frank
Gorshin, Manon Kelley, Countes Vladimira, Stacy Walker and many more.
Programing includes: Comics, Toys, Cards, Original Art and more.  Friday: 3 - 9,
Saturday: 10 - 7, Sunday 10 - 6.  Prices $15 per day.  Order tickets through ticket-
master. (212)307-7171.  For more info write: NYCFC, PO Box 983, Floral Part, NY
11002 or contact our website:  www.inneervisioncomics.com/.

Dragon*Con 2000, June 29th - July 2, Hyatt Regency Atlanta, the Atlanta
Apparel Mart and the Atlanta Merchandise Mart in Downtown Atlanta, Ga.

Guest’s Include:
Lynn Abbey A guest-emeritus at Dragon*Con (she’s appeared more than five times), Lynn is best known
as co-editor and contributor to the popular Thieves World anthologies.
Deborah Abbott Deborah’s been an animator for 5 years and worked on Space Jam, The Prince of Egypt
and Anastasia; she also does comics work.
Dafydd ab Hugh Daffyd has written numerous published works, including the Star Trek novels Fallen
Heroes and Balance of Power.
Justin Achilli Justin Achilli is a prolific game developer and writer for White Wolf Game Studios.
Jerry Ahern
Sharon Ahern Jerry and Sharon are co-authors of the popular Survivalist series and They Call Me
Mercenary, written under the pseudonym Alex Kilgore.
Jason Alexander Jason entered the independent scene with his self-published anthology Section 8; is cur-
rent project is Empty Zone.
Steve Algieri Steve has had over twenty stories published in a variety of print and ‘Net publications, and
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edits and publishes Pulp Eternity.
Aaron Allston Aaron Allston is the author of the Celtic urban fantasy Doc Sidhe and several novels in
the Star Wars: X-Wing series.
Amano Yoshitaka Amano is a celebrated artist and a renowned figure in animation (Vampire Hunter D),
videogame design (Final Fantasy), illustration and popular art.
Kevin J. Anderson Author of the bestselling Jedi Academy trilogy, Tales from Jabba’s Palace, and
Darksaber.
Steve Antczak Steve has sold over 30 short stories to anthologies and small-press magazines such as
Deathrealm, Horizons SF, Space and Time, and several 
others.
Apollo Smile A multimedia idol and bubblegum pop performer, Apollo Smile brings the best of many
worlds together into her self-made persona of “Live Action Anime Girl.”
Christopher Appel His pen and ink illustrations have appeared in gaming products published by GDW, ICE
and Flying Buffalo, but he is best known for his computer game designs.
Lee Arenberg Lee Arenberg will star in Dungeons & Dragons: The Movie as Elwood. His TV guest
appearances include several roles in the various Star Trek series.
Ben Armstrong “Dr. Ignatius Speculo” is a mad scientist, monster enthusiast and skilled practitioner of
Pre-Columbian neuro-surgery.
Stella Atrium Stella Atrium offers her debut science fiction story The Goulep; the sequel, Heartstone
will be out in Spring, 1999. 
Stephen Austin Stephen has portrayed several roles and is an accomplished stand-up comic; he’s best-
known to us as the Pak Ma Ra Ambassador on Babylon 5.
Linda P. Baker Linda is the author of The Irda and, with Nancy Varian Berberick, Tears of the Night Sky,
both set in the Dragonlance fantasy world.
Shannon Baksas Shannon Baksa portrays Mara Jade, probably the most popular character to be developed
from the “alternate universe” of Star Wars.
James Baldwin A working artist since 1978, James has painted designs for t-shirts and printed sportswear
as well as comics.
Paul Barnett
Susan Barrows SubGenius Voodoo Priestess, go-go dancer, spokesmodel, graphic designer, comics let-
terer, editor, writer, and general live wire.
Jim Bassett Jim Bassett is the author of Living Real, a hard-SF look at VR. His second novel, All You
Touch in Kindness, will be published next year.
Richard Biggs Richard is best-known to SF audiences as Dr. Steven Franklin on Babylon 5. He trained with
the distinguished John Houseman and has numerous theatrical credits.
Tom Biondolillo Tom Biondolillo has been a freelance artist/writer going on five years; he has most
recently done work for WotC, Dark Horse and Caliber Comics.
Kenn Bivins Kenn began in 1993 working with Marvel, DC, White Wolf Games and Brainstorm Comics, and
has found a calling illustrating children’s books.
Karen Black Karen is famous for her roles in a wide range of films-over 100 of ‘em! � including the Great
Gatsby, Easy Rider and Trilogy of Terror.
Jerome Blake Jerome appeared as six (!) different characters in Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, and
also played more than one character in The Fifth Element.
Blondie Blondie is beyond question the most famous stripp-ahem, exotic dancer/poet in Atlanta.
Berl Boykin Berl is a playwright, radio producer and actor, especially known for his nationally-broadcast
Horror House radio series.
Bill Bridges Bill is the co-creator and developer of Holistic Design’s Fading Suns science fiction roleplay-
ing game.
John Bridges John now works at Holistic Design Incorporated, where he is the lead visual designer and art
director for the Fading Suns RPG.
Rik Briscoe Rik’s an aerospace materials tester, writer and comics writer from South Carolina.
David Allen Brooks David has appeared in a number of films and television series, including Babylon 5:
Crusade, The Young and the Restless and The Kindred.
Terry Brooks Terry’s first fantasy novel, The Sword of Shannara, became a publishing industry legend.
His latest work is the Star Wars: Phantom Menace novelization.
Phil Brucato A professional scribe since 1989, Phil’s credits include short fiction in various magazines and
anthologies and more than 60 projects for White Wolf Games.
Stan Bruns Founder of the Dreamsmiths Artist Guild and a frequent lecturer and instructor in graphic
illustration at the Hunter Museum of Art in Chattanooga, Tennesee.
Bob Burden Creator, writer, and artist of the cult favorite The Flaming Carrot, Bob’s newest project is
also a major new movie: The Mystery Men.
Alex Burns Alex is the Publisher Emeritus of Drawl, Atlanta’s comics newspaper; he also draws “Access
Atlanta” for Creative Loafing.
Richard Lee Byers Richard’s written the novels The Ebon Mask, On A Darkling Plain, Netherworld,
Caravan of Shadows, Dark Fortune, The Vampire’s Apprentice and Deathward.
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David Carradine David, best-known the world over for his legendary role in the TV series Kung Fu, stars
in the new SF thriller Lightspeed with fellow D*C 2000 guest Karen Black.
Jason Carter Jason portrays Marcus on the well-regarded SF TV series Babylon 5.
Angela Cartwright Recognized at an early age and a working actress since age 3 or 4, Angela is best-
known to SF audiences as Penny Robinson from Lost In Space.
The Changelings The Changelings are an eclectic Atlanta ensemble influenced by baroque composers as
well as Middle-Eastern and tribal music and Dead Can Dance.
Tim Choate Tim, who as Babylon 5’s Zathras traditionally gets nothing, has at least gotten a guest spot at
Dragon*Con 2000... and a nice biography.
Frank Cho A popular illustrator, Frank has been nominated for the National Cartoonist Society Award
and has won the Ignatz, Scripps Howard and Charles Schultz awards.
Gerard Christopher Gerard is best-known to us for his starring role in The Adventures of Superboy, has
also appeared in, e.g., Murphy’s Law and Melrose Place.
Joe Christ Joe’s an avant-garde filmmaker, politician, writer, and struggling folk-hero.
Sam Chupp Sam got his start with White Wolf Game Studio as a principal designer on Changeling: The
Dreaming and Wraith: The Oblivion; he also wrote Sins of the Fathers.
Ken Cliffe Ken is White Wolf Game Studio’s director of development and editing.
Kim Coates Kim stars as Carlo in Battlefield Earth. He’s also appeared in Waterworld, The Client,
Innocent Blood, The Last Boy Scout, Deception and Blind Fear.
Julie Dawn Cole Veruca Salt at Dragon*Con? No, not the band, but the actual Veruca Salt from Willy
Wonka: it was Julie’s first role, of many.
Don Pedro Colley Don Pedro Colley has portrayed many roles on TV and in film, most notably in Beneath
the Planet of the Apes and THX-1138.
Nancy A. Collins Nancy won the Bram Stoker Award for her first novel Sunglasses After Dark, a mod-
ern reformulation of the vampire myth.
Terry Collins Terry is currently writing Looney Tunes for DC and Explorers for Caliber Press. He’s also
written for Elfquest and The Tick.
Greg Costikyan Greg Costikyan designs games, writes, and consults on game industry business issues.
His 4th novel First Contact is scheduled for June; he can claim 27 games to his credit.
Robert Costner Robert is a Cyberliberties activist currently involved in litigation against the State of
Georgia.
Bob Coughlin Bob is the restoration artist for the Captain Easy comic strip.
Ed Cox Ed has painted over 50 boxtops for Ertl’s Star Wars and Star Trek scale models. He was Artist
GoH at Visions ‘97 in Chicago.
F. Brett Cox F. Brett Cox’s novelette “The Light of the Ideal” is forthcoming in Century; he has also pub-
lished fiction in Forbidden Lines.
Ann C. Crispin Ann is the bestselling author of books ranging from V and Trek adaptations to Andre
Norton’s Witch World.
C. Martin Croker Mr. Croker has been in the animation biz for over ten years, now producing and direct-
ing the animation for Space Ghost Coast to Coast.
The Crossed Swords The swashbuckling duo of Mike Sakuta & Nicole Harsch bring hand to hand combat
back to the noble era of the sword.
The Cruxshadows The Cruxshadows are a Florida-based goth band with several CDs available; they’ve
also been featured on several industry compilations from, e.g., Cleopatra Records as well.
Leslie Culton Leslie, a former model turned actress, has enjoyed several roles in various B-movies.
The Dave Brockie Experience
Peter David Author of Q-Squared, Q-In-Law, and comic titles including The Incredible Hulk, Spider-Man,
Aquaman, X-Factor and Wolverine.
Danny DeAngelo Danny’s work has appeared in Wizard and G-Fan. He is currently releasing a special
comic book called Captain Awareness: Assault on Campus.
Keith DeCandido Keith is the bestselling author of Buffy the Vampire Slayer: The Xander Years and two
Young Hercules novels; coauthor of Spider-Man: Venom’s Wrath, etc.
Thomas F. Deitz Author of the novels Above the Lower Sky and The Demons in the Green.
Dave DeVries Dave is a comic, fantasy and horror painter. For the last several years he has painted
images for Fleer and Skybox, for their Marvel and DC trading card sets.
Colleen Doran Colleen’s work has appeared in over 400 books, comics and magazines. A pro since she was
fifteen, she is a much-honored writer, artist and painter.
Brad Dourif Brad’s numerous credits include One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest, Dune, Blue Velvet, Alien
Resurrection, Babylon 5, Trek: Voyager and the Lord of the Rings film trilogy.
Andy Duncan Andy, a graduate of the Clarion West writers’ workshop, has been nominated for a 1998
Hugo Award for Best Short Story and the Campbell Award for Best New Writer.
Dick Durock Dick played Swamp Thing in both movies and the television series, but his other genre cred-
its include Lost in Space, Star Trek and Battlestar Galactica.
Maryanne Dyson Maryanne is a member of the SF Writers of America and an expert on the internation-
al space station; her fiction has been published in Analog and SF Age.
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Bob Eggleton Bob Eggleton, one of the finest SF/fantasy illustrators in the world today, has won two
recent Hugo Awards and a World Fantasy Award-so far.
Elf Elf is a self-made artist whose upcoming projects include Klyde? and Tales From Grim City from
Basement Comics.
Darryl Elliott Darryl Elliott has illustrated over 50 stories for Asimov’s, Analog and Ellery Queen maga-
zines; he’s also done game illustrations.
Larry Elmore Larry’s excellent artwork has graced the covers of National Lampoon, Heavy Metal, and
Dragon magazine, among others.
Jason Engle Jason is a hot young artist from the Jacksonville area whose current work includes the
Shards of the Stone project.
Jane Espenson Jane is a writer and producer on Buffy the Vampire Slayer. Previous credits include
episodes of Dinosaurs, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and Nowhere Man.
Sean Patrick Fannon Sean’s been involved in the RPG industry for years, doing work for Hero
Games/ICE, West End Games, Media Arts, Dragon Magazine and SHADIS.
Bill Fawcett Bill has packaged over a hundred novels, including Wing Commander, Magic: 
The Gathering, Ultima and Ultima Underworld.
Buddy Finethy Buddy’s most recent projects include a Red Hot Chili Peppers comic, The Adventures Of
Blondie Strange Comix and cover art for Relix magazine.
Todd Fischer Todd’s credits have included everything from production assistant to light rigger, but most
importantly the titles of writer, producer and director.
Leslie Fish Leslie is a filksinger of legendary reknown and one of the top filkers in the nation-and that’s
just scratching the surface of her bio. :)
Ann Flagella Ann Flagella is Associate Producer for the forthcoming fantasy epic Dungeons & Dragons:
The Movie.
Tom Fleming Tom has worked on many non-sports cards such as D.C. Master Series, D.C. 
Villains, Superman Man of Steel and Hercules the Legendary Journeys.
Dr. John L. Flynn In addition to writing numerous articles and short stories, John also teaches writing at
the College of Liberal Arts at Towson State University in Maryland.
Bill Fogarty Bill is co-owner of Atlanta’s well-reviewed Netherworld Haunted House, as well as an actor
and TV screenwriter.
Michael Forest Best known to Star Trek fans as Apollo in “Who Mourns for Adonis,” Michael Forest
has also performed in Shakespearean plays and in TV and European films.
Alan Dean Foster Alan Dean Foster is the award-winning author of numerous SF novels and an amazingly
well-traveled person indeed.
Thomas E. Fuller The myth, the legend, the voice, the man behind the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company.
Bruce Gehweiler Bruce is a writer, editor and publisher of science fiction, fantasy and horror. He’s now
written 7 published short stories and two book reviews.
Bob Giadrosich Bob has been working professionally since 1987 in the areas of SF, fantasy and gaming
illustration.
Glorianne Gilbert
Stephanie Gladden Stephanie’s work can be seen regularly in the pages of the Bongo Comics line, where
she pencils America’s favorite family, The Simpsons.
Godhead Godhead, now a D*C favorite, are an extremely powerful goth/techno/industrial quartet. Power
Tool Stigmata is their current CD; another is forthcoming.
Christopher Golden Christopher Golden has sold c. 20 novels including Of Saints and Shadows, Battlestar
Galactica: Armageddon and the X-Men: Mutant Empire trilogy.
Andrew Greenberg Currently in charge of the new Fading Suns: Noble Armada computer game, Andrew
was the original developer of White Wolf’s Vampire: The Masquerade from 1990 to 1995.
Sanford Greene
GWAR GWAR have performed at Dragon*Con for four years in a row; in 2000, they’ll be attending and
entertaining (as always), but not performing a full show.
Ed Hall Ed, a game studio editor for White Wolf, has written portions of several White Wolf gaming
books.
Garner Halloran Garner is now working on turn-based strategy games for Red Storm Entertainment.
Cully Hamner A member of Atlanta’s Gaijin Studio, Cully is now the artist on Brave for Blanc Noir.
Vincent Harper Vincent Harper is the founder and publisher of Bereshith Publishing and its two imprints,
ShadowLands Press and Final Frontier Books.
Keith Hartman
Jennifer Hartshorn Jennifer’s gamewriting credits include designing and developing Wraith: The Oblivion
(first ed.) and Vampire: The Dark Ages.
Everette Hartsoe Everette devised his ultra-violent character Razor and founded London Night Studio,
now one of the most respected black-and-white publishers.
Richard Hatch Among Richard’s roles is his most famous in SF circles: Battlestar Galactica’s Captain
Apollo.
Robert Hatch A game designer at White Wolf, Rob currently develops the Vampire: The Masquerade line.
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Drew Hayes Drew created the popular independent comic Poison Elves and has become one of the most
singular and respected voices in the “self-publishing” movement.
Gary Kim Hayes Gary’s short fiction has won awards from L. Ron Hubbard’s Writers of the Future.
Steve Haynie Steve is one of the top comic book letterers in the country; he’s fulfilled lettering chores
for practically every major comics publisher.
Tom Heintjes Tom is the co-publisher and senior editor of Hogan’s Alley, the magazine of the cartoon
arts, plus he’s co-authoring The Will Eisner Companion.
Jerry Heneghan Jerry is a producer of computer games at Red Storm Entertainment. He is currently
working on a 3-D action-adventure game based on Anne McCaffrey’s “Freedom” series.
Clay Henss Clay is an underground comics creator who has written and drawn, among other things,
Malignant Strain.
Mary Herbert Mary H. Herbert’s five novels in the Dark Horse series were national chain bookstore best-
sellers. She is also the author of Legacy of Steel, a Dragonlance novel.
J.G. Hertzler Best known to Star Trek fans as General Martok, J.G. has also appeared in such televison
shows as Quantum Leap, The Highlander, Lois and Clark and the new Zorro series.
Anthony Hightower Anthony has produced many illustrations for White Wolf Publishing, Chaosium,
Holistic Design and Last Unicorn Games.
Bob Hobbs Bob has created over 200 illustrations for, e.g., Amazing Stories, TomorrowSF, Talebones,
Quantum, Pirate Writings and Expanse magazine.
Bill Hodgson Bill’s art credits include almost 120 novel covers and as many other assignments, including
over 50 game illustrations; album covers, posters, etc.
Bill Holbrook A syndicated cartoonist with King Features Syndicate, Bill made his mark nationally with On
The Fastrack.
Joshua Hood Joshua has worked on several titles for Marvel and DC including The Green Goblin, Ghost
Rider, The Flash and others.
Kyle Hotz
Dr. Stephen D. Howe Dr. Howe is-literally-a rocket scientist. He currently works at Los Alamos studying
fission physics, the Gas Core Nuclear Rocket, and advanced space propulsion.
Adam Hughes Adam is writer/penciller on No One for Blanc Noir. He has also pencilled Gen 13: Ordinary
Heroes, Ghost and Legionnaires.
Barry R. Hunter Barry has published the critically-acclaimed review magazine Baryon for the last 22
years.
Mark A. W. Jackson Mark’s a talented artist who’s worked primarily for the gaming industry; check out
his illos at his excellent site.
Georges Jeanty Georges has been picked out of a crop full of seasoned artists to add his quirky style of
penciling to Marvel’s newest X-book, Bishop: The Last X-Man.
Herb Jefferson, Jr.  Herb is best-known to us as Lieutenant Boomer on Battlestar Galactica, but his cred-
its span the screen from Apollo 13 to Hill Street Blues.
Bill “Splat” Johnson Bill “Splat” Johnson is an Atlanta-based makeup effects artist who’s worked on over
30 films, including Hoodlum, The Stand and this summer’s blockbuster The Patriot.
Dave Johnson Dave’s work includes Dark Horse Presents’ Earth Boys, The Demon Annual #1, Wonder
Woman Annual, Iron Man Annual #13 and Chain Gang War from DC.
Les Johnson Les Johnson is the manager of NASA’s Interstellar Propulsion Research Program at the
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
K. Ken Johnston Atlanta actor who has performed in everything from Shakespeare to children’s theater
to Renaissance Festival jousting to S&M fetish perfomance art.
Andreas Katsulas Andreas gives his splendid acting and voice abilities to his portrayal of the Narn ambas-
sador G’Kar in the Babylon 5 family of TV episodes and telefilms.
Lloyd Kaufman Lloyd is the man behind Troma Films, creators of Sgt. Kabukiman NYPD, The Toxic
Avenger and Surf Nazis Must Die!.
Doug Kaye
Charles Keegan Charles has produced various book covers for TOR including 3 paintings for the Conan
series. He has recently completed cover art for Tarzan and the Golden Lion.
Angela Kessler
J. Gregory Keyes Mr. Keyes wrote the fantasy novel The Waterborn, which became Del Rey’s lead fanta-
sy novel for 1996. Its sequel The Blackgod and several other novels have followed.
Caitlin R. Kiernan Caitlin is full-time writer for DC/Vertigo’s The Dreaming as well as her miniseries,
The Girl Who Would Be Death and her award-winning novel, Silk.
Richard Kirk Richard is a freelance illustrator whose clients have included Iron Crown Enterprises,
HarperPrism, Coelacanth Productions, Gauntlet Publications and Sideshow Books.
Tommy Kirk Tommy first began acting at the age of twelve in Gunsmoke, and is most remembered for
roles in several major Disney films.
Nancy Knight Nancy is the author of twelve novels and numerous short stories. She has participated in
workshops nationwide and has done one-woman workshops.
Walter Koenig Amid a myriad of acting and directing credits on stage and screen, Walter is best-known
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as Chekov on Star Trek and Bester on Babylon 5.
Edward E. Kramer Editor, agent, author, medical professional, spelunker, art collector and-definitely not
least-Dragon*Con’s chairman and founder.
Katherine Kurtz An outstanding writer of high fantasy, Katherine is best-known for the Chronicles of the
Deryni.
Mur Lafferty Mur is the Web Head for Red Storm Entertainment, in charge of all online marketing and
promotion of games.
Cheralyn Lambeth Cheralyn is an experienced costumer and designer for Paramount Production Services’
live Star Trek performances.
Michael N. Langford Mike writes and performs his own SF poetry, short stories, sketch comedy, and per-
formance art.
Warren Lapine
Andy Lee From Hong Kong, Andy Lee studied 13th-Century Cha’an Buddhist techniques using animal-hair
brushes and rice paper; his clients include White Wolf and Image Comics.
Mike Lee Mike’s stories have been published in anthologies like Forbidden Acts and Pawn of Chaos: Tales
of the Eternal Champion, and in Sensitive Skin.
Michael Anne Lee
Patty Leidy An active Atlanta cartoonist, her strip Zero Hour regularly appears in local independent news-
papers such as Drawl and Poets, Artists, and Madmen.
Ian Lemke Ian Lemke is the developer of Changeling: The Dreaming at White Wolf. His other credits
include the Mind’s Eye Theater LRPG system.
Richard LeParmentier Richard portrayed Admiral Motti in the first Star Wars film, and has also had
roles in, e.g., Reds, Rollerball and Who Framed Roger Rabbit.
William Levy Long known affectionately as “the world’s most dangerous cartoonist,” Bill has both comics
and games to his credit, including Black Widow.
Ken Lightner Ken, a partner in Holistic Design Incorporated, is currently in charge of turning Games
Workshop’s Space Marine into a computer game.
Brad Linaweaver Brad Linaweaver is the author of the award-winning novel Moon of Ice.
Joseph Michael Linsner Joseph has quickly become one of the comic book industry’s most celebrated
artists; Cry for Dawn Volume I, published in 1989, marked his debut.
Gary Lockwood Gary’s roles have included, among others, Major Frank Poole in 2001: A Space Odyssey
and Gary Mitchell in Trek’s “Where No Man Has Gone Before.”
Steven S. Long Steven S. Long is a game writer and designer from North Carolina; he has worked for
Hero Games, White Wolf Game Studios, and other game companies.
Michael Lowe
Shannon Lowers Dancer and actress Shannon Lower is the inspiration for the “Shannon Lower” charac-
ter in George Perez’s Crimson Plague; she also appeared in The Waterboy.
Deanna Lund Deanna starred in the ABC-TV series Land of the Giants and has appeared in e.g., Batman,
The Waltons, The Incredible Hulk and Remington Steele.
Karl Thain Maiwaldt Karl founded KTM Toys and Graphics in Florida and is a toy and game designer.
Dawn Marie With such varied interests as acting, writing, costuming and being a full-time Cam Girl, Dawn
Marie is truly a renaissance woman for the 21st century.
Kevin Marshall Kevin Marshall is employed by Moonset Entertainment Group, Inc. as Director of its
Management Group.
Anya Martin Anya is a freelance writer, journalist, music critic, and editor.
Jason Martin A member of Atlanta’s Gaijin Studio, Jason is the inker on Marvel Comics’ Ghostrider,
Cable/X-Force ‘97, Generation X and Excalibur as well as Brave.
John F. Martin John, a furry fan-turned-pro, has contributed several storylines for Shanda the Panda and
has co-written the inaugural story for the forthcoming Cedar Rabbits Tales.
Joshua Martin
Jeff Mason Jeff server as editor for indy, a critically acclaimed indpendent comic guide.
Chase Masterson Chase appears in Star Trek: Deep Space Nine.
Ian Keith McDowell Ian’s a writer whose work has appeared in Love in Vein, Borderlands II and The Year’s
Best Horror Stories; he’s also written two novels.
Garry W. McKee II Garry’s painted everything to stay alive-murals, t-shirt logos, a brochure for
Applebee’s restaurant and some comics and game artwork.
Ann Melrose Ann was first published in 1966. In 1989 she became publisher and fiction editor of a new-age
magazine called Moonshadow.
Roger Mende Roger Mende produced and directed the forthcoming SF thriller Lightspeed, starring David
Carradine and Karen Black.
Billy Messina Billy Messina is an effects artist who has worked on, e.g., Eraser, Judge Dredd, Michael
Jackson’s HIStory and the forthcoming Hoodlum.
Jason Mewes We know and love Jay from his appearances in Clerks, Mallrats, Drawing Flies, Chasing
Amy, Dogma, etc.; currently he’s in Scream 3 and the Clerks animated series.
Kara Mikos
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M. Wayne Miller M. Wayne Miller is an illustrator of fantasy, science fiction and horror currently resid-
ing in Greensboro, North Carolina.
David Millians David chairs the Education Committee of the Game Manufacturer’s Association (GAMA).
Tim Minear  Tim Minear is supervising producer on the WB/20th Television series Angel, the Buffy The
Vampire Slayer spin off.
The Misfits The Misfits are among the most influential punk bands ever, with strong ties to horror and
B-movie filmdom. We’re proud to host their second performance in 3 years at Dragon*Con.
Rebecca Moesta Rebecca has written three novels in the popular Junior Jedi Knight series and several
other works with and without her husband, Kevin J. Anderson.
James A. Moore Jim’s been writing horror fiction and supplements for role-playing games for the last six
years, working primarily with White Wolf and Borealis Publications.
Monte Michael Moore Monte is colorist for Lords #1 as well as a popular Michael Jordan spoof in National
Lampoon magazine.
Bill Mumy Bill has accomplished many things (let’s not forget the infamous song “FishHeads”), but he’s
best-known as Lost in Space’s Will Robinson or Babylon 5’s Lennier.
Doug Murray Doug has worked for Comico, DC, and Eternity, and his short stories appear 
in numerous anthologies
Pam Murray Pam started as a painter with Gallo Pewter hand-painting many of Gallo’s fantasy designs,
but eventually she turned her talents to sculpture, including our Dragon*Con sculpture.
Cynthia Myers Legendary model Cynthia Myers was ranked twelfth in Steve Sullivan’s Glamour Girls of
the Century and was one of the top 100 Sex Stars of the Century in Playboy.
David Napolielo David is the writer/publisher of Books of Lore from Peregrine Entertainment.
Ingrid Neilson  Ingrid Neilson is a Florida artist nationally known for her whimsical ink and watercolor draw-
ings of dragons, griffins and other creatures of fantasy.
Gregory Nicoll Creative Loafing’s best music critic, cigar afficionado and lover of beautiful women,
German cars and German beer.
Lisanne Norman Lisanne is the author of the Sholan Alliance series (about feline telepaths), published in
America by DAW, Inc.
Philip Nutman Author, screenwriter, film journalist, marketing director, television production assistant,
bouncer... the list is endless for this expatriate Englishman.
Jody Lynn Nye Jody wrote The Dragonlover’s Guide to Pern and has collaborated with Anne McCaffrey
on Crisis on Doona, Treaty on Doona and The Ship Who Won.
James O’Barr James is the creator of the classic comic series The Crow, since immortalized in one and a
half movies.
Robert O’Reilly “Bob” is best known for his role as Chancellor Gowron in the TV series Star Trek: The
Next Generation and Star Trek: Deep Space Nine.
Kathleen O’Shea A longtime staffer and then guest of Dragon*Con, Kathleen is a master puppeteer and
stage manager for the Georgia Ensemble Theater.
Philip Owen Several hours in a restaurant and lots of tea and coffee: this is how Philip’s Keepers was
born.
Chris Owens Chris portrayed some different roles on The X-Files leading up to his SAG Award-nomi-
nated portrayal of Agent Spender.
A. Owsley He currently edits and publishes Drawl, a free all-comics paper which combines works by both
local and national cartoonists.
Gerald W. Page Author of nearly half a hundred stories in the SF, fantasy, humor, horror and mystery
genres.
Rembert Parker Rembert Parker is an award-winning author of gaming adventures for games as diverse
as AD&D and Over The Edge.
Teresa Patterson Teresa has written several fantasy short stories and, with Robert Jordan, co-authored
a guide to the Wheel of Time series. She is also currently president of ASFA.
Jason Pearson A member of Atlanta’s Gaijin Studio, Jason is writer/penciller of Image Comics’ The
Savage Dragon: Blood and Guts, and Body Bags for Blanc Noir.
Jeff Pittarelli Jeff is widely known for his big paintings of horror, fantasy and media icons.
Mark Poole An excellent artist, Mark also plays a mean bass.
Glenn Porzig Glenn is the creator of the super heroine “Ace of Diamonds,” and also writes Ace of
Diamonds from Lone Star Press.
Rob Prior Rob is an award-winning airbrush illustrator with several licensed posters for Star Wars and
The X-Files; he’s now branching out into comics.
David Prowse Dave has played many roles, but we’ll always know him best as the man behind Darth Vader’s
sinister mask.
Joe Pruett Joe was editor of the award-winning Negative Burn and has recently moved to the mainstream
with GEN13: Go West and Magneto Rex.
Thomas Reed Thomas is a regular reviewer for TOON Magazine and is based in Florida.
Hank Reinhardt  Founded the first Atlanta Science Fiction Club in 1950 and is an expert of medieval
weaponry.
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Randy Richards Randy is the founder of the Greyhawk Fan Club, a worldwide organization to promote the
old Dungeons and Dragons Greyhawk fantasy realm; he also freelances for TSR.
William Alan Ritch Well-known Atlanta fan Bill Ritch is best-known for his writing efforts on behalf of
the Atlanta Radio Theatre Company and the Mighty Rassilon Art Players.
Michael Roddy Michael works as Manager of Show Concepts and Scripts for Universal Studios Escape.
He has also written for the Universal Studios and Islands of Adventure theme parks.
Jayne Rogers “Miss Jane” is a professional costumer and painter with over thirty feature films in her
portfolio. She also works with Netherworlds Haunted House.
Kathleen Ryan Kathleen is a game designer and sourcebook writer (and wears a few other hats also) at
White Wolf Games.
Philip Paul Sacco Mr. Sacco is a novice astronomer and lecturer with the Atlanta Astronomy Club.
Patrick Sauriol  Patrick is the creator and director of Coming Attractions, the Net’s first movie news
website and one of its biggest.
Tom Savini Tom is a world-renowned expert in special make-up effects (generally the goopy kind) for tel-
evision and the big screen, and a director and actor in his own right.
Donald R. Schmitt Donald is Director of Special Investigations for the J. Allen Hynek Center for UFO
Studies and co-author of UFO Crash at Roswell.
Forrest W. Schultz Forrest W. Schultz is the President of the Environment Chapter of the National
Space Society.
Julius Schwartz With a lifetime of vast accomplishments in several genres, especially comics, “Julie” is
now DC Comics’ “goodwill ambassador.”
Steven Sears Steve was Co-Executive Producer on Xena and is now Executive Producer, Writer and
Co-Creator of the new series Sheena, Queen of the Jungle.
Mark Allen Shepherd Mark Allen Shepherd has appeared on the smash hit first-run syndicated series
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine as Morn for all seven years, from debut to finale.
Josepha Sherman Jo is a gifted fantasy writer, folklorist and accomplished storyteller, whose credits
include everything from Star Trek and Xena books to her own award-winning novels.
Den Shewman Den Shewman is Editor-in-Chief of IGN Movies, the movie channel for IGN.com.
Mike Shoemaker Mike has worked since 1991 for various companies including Malibu Comics and
Conscape magazine. Currently, he writes for London Night Studios.
Sins of Lust Sins of Lust are an Atlanta-based goth performance-art band with male and female per-
formers; expect leather, latex...and skin.
Dave Slusher Dave is host of the nationally-carried science fiction radio program Reality Break.
Blake Smith Blake Smith is the news editor of indy Magazine.
Mark Smylie Mark created the world of Artesia first as a gaming concept, but his paintings became a
popular comic series instead.
Lisa Snellings A sculptor, Lisa was voted Best Professional Artist at the 1996 World SF Convention. Neil
Gaiman has written several short stories based on her sculptures.
Courtney Solomon Courtney is Director and Producer for the forthcoming fantasy epic Dungeons &
Dragons: The Movie.
Rob Sommers Rob is a writer whose work has appeared in various newspapers and magazines in the US
and England.
Jeanette Spencer Jeanette’s been a professional artist since high school and a pro writer since college;
she’s an adjunct Professor of Humanities at Florida Technical College.
Lilith Stabs Countess Lilith Stabs is a B-movie actress, model and writer.
Michael Stackpole Michael is an award-winning writer and game designer best known for his BattleTech
line from FASA.
Claire Stansfield On Xena: Warrior Princess, Claire plays Alti, a powerfully evil woman; she’s also por-
trayed numerous other roles on the large and small screens.
Chris Staros Chris is the writer/self-publisher of The Staros Report, the Eisner-nominated annual dedi-
cated to the most intelligent and innovative comics in the industry.
Brian Stelfreeze An extremely talented graphics artist, Brian is one of the comics field’s premier illustra-
tors.
Ron Stephenson Ron is a 26-year old writer/artist from the Dalton, Georgia area who has created his own
comic book company, Dead Fly Productions.
Brinke Stevens Brinke has been a model and leading actress in dozens of films, including Warlords,
Transylvania Twist, Mob Boss and Spirits.
Cynthia F. Stillwell Cynthia, an independent casting director and producer based in the Southeast, has
been involved in casting and producing theatre, film, and television for over 26 years.
Del Stone, Jr. Short fiction author whose works have appeared in Full Spectrum 4 and The Year’s Best
Horror Stories XXII.
Karl Story Karl’s credits include Legion of Super-Heroes, Legionnaires, Aliens vs. 
Predator, Star Trek: Debt of Honor and Nightwing.
Brad Strickland Associate Professor of English at Gainesville College in Georgia and the author of eight
novels and numerous short stories. 
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Cynthia Summers Cynthia is a game writer and developer at White Wolf Game Studio.
Kevin Summerfield Summerfield is CEO, Feature Film and Television Development, for Scorpio
Pictures.
Jason Surrell Jason Surrell currently works for Walt Disney Imagineering as a Show Writer.
Anthony Taylor Anthony’s monthly column “The Assembly Line” appears in Toy Shop Magazine, and
he’s also been art director for Fashion Victim (yes, those neet t-shirts).
Christian Tessier Among Christian’s other credits are an appearance in this summer’s SF thriller
Battlefield Earth.
Greg Theakston Publisher of Tease! magazine and founder of the legendary Bettie Pages magazine. 
Paris Themman A seasoned world traveller, Paris’ collection of acting credits pales next to his portrayal
of Mike Tee Vee in Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory.
Brett Thompson
J. Cameron Thyme Cam began writing science fiction and discovered he often incorporated his bio-med-
ical training into his writing.
Mike Torrance Micheal has done work on Impact Studios’ Stranger than Fiction and is currently working
on The Adventures of GQman and RagBoy.
Alexandra Tydings Alexandra portrays Aphrodite, the quirky Goddess of Love, on Hercules and Xena.
Wayne Vansant Wayne started in comics with Marvel Comics’ The ‘Nam, earning recognition from Don
Thompson who called Wayne one of the foremost war comics artists living today.
Jim Van Verth A founder of Red Storm Entertainment, Jim was lead designer and engineer for the board
and computer versions of Tom Clancy’s Politika; he’s now working on Force 21.
Andy Vetromile Andy co-wrote “The Lost Toys,” a supplement for the Fuzzy Heroes game system, and
also writes game reviews for Anime Squared magazine.
Tim Vigil Tim is best-known as the creator of Faust, one of recent comicdom’s legendary titles.
Countess Vladimira Countess Vladimira devotes her career to working as a horror personality.  She has
appeared on the Sci-Fi channel and last summer introduced Hammer films on Cinemax.
Voltaire (band)  With Wagnerian bravado, Brechtian allure and Baroque lushness, Voltaire combines beau-
tiful old world melodies with caustic humor.
Voltaire Voltaire created Oh My Goth! as a way to promote his live shows. Ever since Sirius
Entertainment picked it up, the Goth world has never been quite the same....
Christopher Waldron Christopher is the editor and graphic design director for indy Magazine, the guide
to alternative comic books and film.
Lamar Waldron Comics writer and founder of the original Atlanta Fantasy Fair. 
Jason Walker Jason is a 22-year old comics penciller from Georgia whose work appears in books from
Acetylene Comics.
Stacy Walker The emerging queen of illustrated romance and fantasy, Stacy burst on the scene in her
work with Boris Vallejo and Julie Bell, including her covers for Heavy Metal.
Ron Walotsky Ron has been producing SF and fantasy covers since 1967, including over 350 book jackets
along with magazines, music videos and record album covers.
Jon Walton Jon was President of Handmade Games and created the popular Dark Confrontation LARP.
Jim Ward Gaming industry guru Jim Ward is an icon in the field of role-playing.  Ward is a 20-year veter-
an of TSR and was formerly in charge of all product development.
Graham Watkins Graham published Dark Winds in 1989. Since then his works in the horror and “Internet
thriller” genres include The Fire Within and Interception. 
Michael Weaver Michael Weaver has had over sixty works of art published in the game industry and his
work has appeared on publications in eight countries.
Wendy Webb  Wendy Webb has co-edited three anthologies: Phobias and Phobias II from Pocket Books,
and the current Gothic Ghosts from Tor Books.
Robert William Wednesday Robert has just broken into small press publishing with illustrations and music
reviews featured in, e.g., Carpe Noctem.
John D. Weyler John is the editor and principal writer/artist of Terminus Tales, Atlanta’s original alter-
native comic. 
Justin Whalin Justin will portray Ridley in the forthcoming fantasy epic Dungeons and Dragons: The
Movie. He’s also starred in General Hospital and as Jimmy Olsen in Lois & Clark.
Mark Wheatley Known internationally as an illustrator, writer, editor and publisher, Mark holds the Inkpot
and Speakeasy awards and nominations for the Harvey and Ignatz awards.
Richard White Richard writes comics and comic-related novels; his latest short story will be released this
October in The Ultimate Incredible Hulk.
Widgett Widgett is the executive editor and chief bottle washer for the Sleep Deprivation Institute, the
Internet’s equivalent of a triple espresso with whipped cream.
Steve Wieck Steve is a co-founder and president of White Wolf Publishing.
Chris Wiese Chris, a partner at Holistic Design, Inc., is in charge of marketing and sales for the Fading
Suns product line.
June Wilkinson June had a recurring role in Batman and was the youngest person ever featured in Playboy
magazine; last Jan.she was 30th in the 100 Top Sex symbols of all times.
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Jonathan Williams
Skip Williamson A legendary cartoonist, Skip Williamson is one of the architects of the underground
comics movement, has been penning cantankerous satire for more than 25 years.
Kristen Wilson Kristen Wilson stars in the forthcoming fantasy blockbuster Dungeons & Dragons as
Norda, and also appears in The Photographer this year.
Mehitobel Wilson Bel is a horror/dark fantasy writer whose most recent short fiction has appeared in the
Gothic.net Webzine and Carpe Noctem.
Robert Anton Wilson Robert Anton Wilson is best-known as co-author of the cult classic Illuminatus tril-
ogy.
Robert Hewitt Wolfe Robert Hewitt Wolfe is a 5-year veteran writing and producing Star Trek: 
Deep Space Nine. He’s now developing, writing and producing Gene Roddenberry’s Andromeda.
Melissa Wolf Melissa, who made quite a presence in our 1999 Dragon*Con Dealers Room, is an exotic
dancer, model and former centerfold.
Phillip Xavier Phillip recently finished with the 7-book series for Peregrine, Books of Lore; his work has
appeared in Fantasy Illustrated and Heavy Metal among others.
Z-AAxis Z-Axis, a post-progressive, new-edge music ensemble, was initially formed in 
1997 to perform the music for the multi-media production Reality

Features: Every Year Dragon*Con hosts presentatins, gaming tournaments, con-
testes, panels, auctions, performances and concerts, plus our Art Shop, Dealers
Room, Exhibit Halls and Video Rooms.  Panels/Events: Dragon*Con has over 600
hours of panels and programming for fans of SF, fantasy and horror, Comics and
Games, Babylon 5, Star Trek, Star Wars, The X-Files, Xena and Hercules,
British and American SF media (TV and film), and Anne McCaffrey’s Pern books
and much more!  We also have programing about NASA Space Science, electronic
frontiers, and special workshops for aspiring writers and artists of all kinds.
Gaming: Dragon*Con has one of the largest Tournament Gaming departments with
over 300 referees for RPG, live-action roleplaying (LARP), card, board, miniatures
and computer gaming.  Over $5000 in awards will be given away.  Memberships:
Memberships for attending Dragon*con are $45 to 1/12/2000, $50 to 3/15/2000,
$60 to 5/15/2000 and $75 at-the-door.  We also offer a $5/membership group dis-
count, see our web site for information and ordering methods.  Website:
www.dragoncon.org.  For more information email: dragoncon@dragoncon.org or
stay tuned here for more information when it becomes available.

Dark Shadows Festival: July 7, 8 and 9, 2000.  Los Angeles Airport Marriott.
Guest Include: David Selby, Lara Parker, Nancy Barrett, John Karlen, Louis
Edmonds, Mitchell Ryan, Chris Pennock, Paul Michael, Lisa Richards, Kathryn
Leigh Scott, Marie Wallace, Diana Millay, Roger Davis, Dennis Patrick, Robert
Rodan.  Programing Includes: Celebrity Panels & Autographs, Performances by the
Stars, Rare Videos on the Big Screen, Charity Auctions, Costume Gala, DS
Musci Symposium, Dark Shadows Memorabilia Marketplace, Trivia Contest,
Displays, Fan Discussions & Moore!  Memberships: Three Days: $30 for 2 Adults.
Daily Rates: $15 per day for4 2 Adults.  Children: 6 - 12 half price.  Rates good until
July 1, 2000.  Send Payments to Dark Shadow Festival, PO Box 92, Maplewood, NJ
07040.  For more info visit our website www.darkshadowsfestival.com/
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Engineering
Vacant

Communications
Dennis Evans, Cmdr, Chief

Carlo DeShouten

Mark Lindsay, Cmdr

Wayne Thompson

Pat Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Judy Rosenzweig, Lt JG, Communications Specialist, Linguist

Becky Akins

Security
Roy Green, Cmdr, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy O’Shields, Lt

Lynette Youngblood

Becky Akins

Medical
Neil Yawn, Cmdr, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela Lindsay, Lt, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Sheila Benton, Lt Cmdr, SFMD

Nancy O’Shields, Lt, SFMD

Chris Floyd

Operations
Sue Ellen Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby Potts, Lt, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete Mohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Sue Ellen Mohney, Captain, Overseas Coupon Coordinator

Lynnette Youngblood, Ship’s Galley Officer

Marines
Roy Green, Cmdr

Neil Yawn, Cmdr, SFMD

Cadet Training
Nicholas Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew Potts

Unassigned Crew and Civilians
Chris Adams

Virginia Martin

David Montgomery

Mert Ertunga

Mark McWhorter

Command Staff:
Danny Potts, Captain - Commanding Officer

Dennis Evans, Cmdr - First Officer

Pat Simmons, Lt Cmdr - Second Officer

Executive Committee:
Sue Ellen Mohney, Captain

Roy Green, Cmdr

Denby Potts, Lt

Sciences
Roy Green, Cmdr - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil Yawn, Cmdr - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Don Powell

Chris Floyd

Computer Sciences
Mark Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Dean Brown

Navigation
Sandra Keel, Chief


